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INTRODUCTION  
 
 Global climatic change caused in part by the greenhouse gases released due to human 

activities is a major challenge faced by the earth ecosystems in this century. However, nowhere 

else on earth are these effects more threatening than in the Arctic. Indeed, all models predict that 

warming trends will be strongest in the Polar Regions as Arctic temperatures should increase by 

as much as 4° to 7°C over the course of the XXIth century (ACIA 2004). Precipitation is also 

expected to increase from 10 to 20%, as well as daily and seasonal variability in both temperature 

and precipitation, leading to more frequent climatic extremes. Recent analyses indicate that 

temperatures in the Arctic have been increasing steadily for the last three decades, and the extent 

and thickness of sea ice has been reduced considerably (Moritz et al. 2002, ACIA 2004).  

 Several long-term studies in different parts of the globe have detected ecological changes 

due to climate warming, such as alterations in geographical and breeding ranges, flowering dates, 

breeding dates, and migration schedules (reviewed by McCarty 2001, ACIA 2004, Berteaux et al. 

2004). Impacts of climatic changes on arctic ecosystems are expected to be particularly strong 

because community structure is increasingly dominated by abiotic factors as we move closer to 

the poles and the climate becomes harsher (Hansell et al. 1998). Disruption of close ecological 

linkages, such as trophic interactions among plants-herbivores and herbivores-predators, will 

affect a significant proportion of the species assemblages in these depauperate communities 

(Gauthier et al. 2004). Thus, the simple ecological communities of the arctic may be at great risk. 

 Yet, evidences of these changes and of their impacts on biological communities are still 

scarce in the Arctic, mainly because few sites have adequate long-term data sets to address these 

questions. Our ongoing, long-term ecological research program on Bylot Island, Sirmilik 

National Park, Nunavut has been running for 17 years and has become one of the longest, most 

comprehensive, and rigorous long-term biological monitoring program in Nunavut. We have 

been monitoring the abundance and reproduction of several key species of birds, mammals, and 

plants. In addition, we have been continuously recording the most significant climatic variables 

through a network of automated weather stations.  Hence, this program offers an exceptional 

opportunity to fill important knowledge gaps on climate/ecosystem status and may help to 

improve future ecological monitoring programs at other sites in the Arctic.  
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OBJECTIVES 

 The overall aim of our project is to measure changes occurring in Arctic ecosystems, 

analyse temporal trends, and evaluate to what extent these changes are driven by climate 

warming. This is achieved by continuing and expanding for the period 2004-2008 the climatic 

and ecological monitoring already in place on Bylot Island, and involving local communities into 

our research activities.  Our specific objectives are as follows: 

1) Continue the climate monitoring of Bylot Island and examine temporal trends. 

2) Continue the monitoring of breeding activities of key bird species and expand it to 

shorebirds and avian predators. 

3) Continue the monitoring of lemming populations.  

4) Continue the monitoring of the breeding activities of Arctic and Red Foxes. 

5) Continue the monitoring of plant production in wetland communities and expand it to 

plant phenology and goose grazing impact. 

6) Expand the monitoring of goose grazing impact to mesic communities. 

7) Develop an Inuit Knowledge Component to our monitoring program in order to get a 

more complete understanding of the ecosystem and of the ecological impacts of climate 

change. 

8) Hold an annual community workshop in Pond Inlet to discuss the project findings and 

future work. 

9) Present study results to high school students in Pond Inlet. 

10) Maintain the project English-French-Inuktitut web site. 

11) Hire and train individuals from local communities.  
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METHODS 
STUDY AREA 

 All field work is conducted on the south plain of Bylot Island at the northern tip of Baffin 

Island (Fig. 1). The island is a Migratory Bird Sanctuary and is also included in the Sirmillik 

National Park. Our activities are conducted primarily at 2 sites on the island, the Qarlikturvik 

Valley (73° 08’ N; 80° 00’ W) and the main goose nesting colony (72° 53’ N, 79° 55’ W; Fig. 1). 

At both sites, lowlands are covered by a mixture of wetlands and mesic tundra, and uplands are 

largely dominated by mesic tundra (Gagnon et al. 2004). 

CLIMATIC DATA 

 We have 7 automated environmental monitoring stations at our study site.  Our network 

includes 3 full climatic stations that record data on an hourly basis, year-round. One is in 

operation since 1994 (elevation: 20 m ASL), another one since 2001 (340m ASL) and the most 

recent one since 2004 (21 m ASL).  The 2 oldest stations are 3-m high towers that record air 

temperature and humidity (at 2 m), soil temperature (at 2, 5 and 10 cm), wind speed and direction 

(at 3 m), direct solar radiation, and snow depth.  The newest one is a 10-m meteorological tower 

that hosts more recording instruments and over a greater height range above the ground.  In 

compliance with recognized standards, we record air temperature (at 5 m), wind speed and 

direction (at 10 m), full solar radiation (i.e. far infrared, photosynthetic active radiation, albedo, 

net solar radiation, and UV-B radiation, which was added in 2005), barometric pressure, soil 

temperature (at 5 and 10 cm; 2 sites each), snow depth and air humidity.  A fourth station 

monitors ground surface temperature (at 2 cm) at 5 paired sites (each pair has a site protected 

from goose grazing by an exclosure and a nearby site exposed to grazing). Finally, 3 additional 

stations record permafrost temperature at various depths down to 3 m (2 sites) or 11 m (1 site).  

All automated stations were visited during the summer 2005 to download data and were found to 

be operating normally. A few damaged sensors (especially those recording ground temperatures) 

were replaced.  

 Daily precipitation is recorded manually during the summer (1 June to 20 August) using a 

pluviometer. Snowmelt is monitored from 1 June until snow disappearance using 2 methods: 1) 

by measuring snow depth at 50 stations along two 250-m transects at 2-day intervals, and 2) by 

visually estimating the proportion of snow cover on the study area every 2-3 days. 
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BIOLOGICAL DATA 

Birds 

 Greater Snow Geese.— We monitor the reproduction of Greater Snow Geese (Chen 

caerulescens atlantica) annually on Bylot Island since 1989.  Goose nests are searched 

extensively in the Qarlikturvik Valley and at the main goose nesting colony where several 

thousands geese nest every year.  All nests monitored are positioned with a GPS receiver.  Each 

nest, are visited several times during the nesting period.  On every visit we determine the number 

of eggs and/or goslings (dead or alive) and from these data we are able to determine the following 

parameters: total clutch laid (total number of egg laid by the female during nesting), clutch size at 

hatch, number of goslings leaving nest, laying and hatching dates, and nesting success. 

 Avian predators. — We systematically monitor the reproduction of the Snowy Owl 

(Nyctea scandiaca) since 1993, and of jaegers (Stercorarius spp.) and Glaucous Gull (Larus 

hyperboreus) since 2004 (before then, data on gulls and jaegers were taken opportunistically). 

Every year, we search systematically for nests of these species in our two study areas 

(Qarlikturvik Valley and the main goose nesting colony). The position of all nests found is 

recorded with a GPS receiver and nests are revisited periodically to determine laying and 

hatching dates, total clutch laid, and nesting success. 

 Other bird species. — We have been monitoring the reproductive activity of Lapland 

Longspurs (Calcarius lapponicus) since 1995. Longspur nests are found in the Qarlikturvik 

Valley only while walking throughout the study area for other activities, often when females are 

flushed from their nest.    Starting in 2005, systematic searches of shorebirds nests have also been 

conducted in the Qarlikturvik Valley.  Species include White-rumped Sandpiper (Calidris 

fuscicollis), Baird’s Sandpiper (Calidris bairdii), American Golden Plover (Pluvialis dominica), 

Black-bellied Plover (Pluvialis squatarola), Common Ringed Plover (Charadrius hiaticula), Red 

Phalarope (Phalaropus fulicarius), Purple Sandpiper (Caladris maritime) and Ruddy Turnstone 

(Arenaria interpres). The position of all nests found is recorded with a GPS receiver and nests are 

revisited periodically to determine laying and hatching dates, total clutch laid, and nesting 

success.  Since 1996, information on the reproductive activity of other bird species is also 

collected opportunistically, mostly for Sandhill Crane (Grus canadensis), King Eiders (Somateria 

spectabilis) and Long-tailed Ducks (Clangula hyemalis).   

http://bna.birds.cornell.edu/BNA/account/Bairds_Sandpiper
http://bna.birds.cornell.edu/BNA/account/American_Golden-Plover
http://bna.birds.cornell.edu/BNA/account/Black-bellied_Plover
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Mammals 

 Lemmings.— We monitor the populations of Collared (Dicrostonyx groenlandicus) and 

Brown Lemmings (Lemmus sibiricus) using 2 techniques: deadly trapping, which has been 

conducted at two sites since 1994, and live trapping, a new sampling program that we developed 

in 2004.  The deadly trapping monitoring takes place in July and follows the protocol of the 

small-mammal survey coordinated across the Northwest Territories and Nunavut by the 

Northwest Territories Renewable Resources office in Yellowknife (Shank 1993).  This trapping 

is carried out in two study plots of the Qarlikturvik Valley (one in wetlands, one in mesic tundra) 

since 1994, and at a third study plot in mixed wetland/mesic tundra at the main goose nesting 

colony since 1997.  We use Museum Special® traps baited with peanut butter and rolled oats.  At 

each site, we use 50 traps set at 10-m intervals along two parallel transect lines 100 m apart (25 

traps/transect) and left open for a period of 10 or 11 days for a total of ~500 trap-nights (50 traps 

× 10 nights) per plot.  Traps are checked daily; all lemmings caught are identified at the species 

and sprung traps are reset.   

 Our sampling program based on live-trapping of lemmings uses 2 grids (300 × 300 m) 

laid out in the Qarlikturvik Valley (one in wetlands and one in mesic tundra), each with 100 

Longworth® traps baited with apples and set at each grid intersection every 30-m. In 2005, we 

trapped during 4 consecutive days every 15 days on each grid from early July to mid-August. All 

trapped animals were identified, sexed, weighed and marked with electronic PIT tags (or checked 

for the presence of such tags).  

 Arctic and Red Foxes.— We monitor the breeding activity of Arctic (Alopex lagopus) 

and Red Foxes (Vulpes vulpes) at dens annually since 1993. Until 2002, den monitoring only 

occurred in the Qarlikturvik Valley and the vicinity of the main goose nesting colony (about 100 

km2). Dens were found opportunistically and their position recorded with a GPS receiver.  The 

number of dens found thus gradually increased from 1993 to 2002. In 2003, we expanded the 

covered area to about 600 km2 by conducting a systematic survey of fox dens, which 

considerably increased the number of known dens.  All dens are visited at least once or more in 

June or early July and any signs of fox activity is noted (e.g. fresh digging, new hairs, fresh prey).  

Dens showing signs of activity are re-visited later in the summer to determine the presence of a 

litter and the number of pups in each litter.  Litter size data are the minimum number of pups 
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observed at dens, which may sometimes be lower than the true number of pups present.  All 

observations of adults near dens are also noted, and the species of fox identified.  

Plant monitoring  

 Plant production and goose grazing impact in wetland communities.— We monitor the 

annual plant production in wetlands and the impact of goose grazing at 3 sites on Bylot Island 

(see Fig. 1): the Qarlikturvik Valley (monitored since 1990), the main goose nesting colony 

(monitored since 1998), and north of Pointe Dufour (monitored since 1998). At each site, 12 

exclosures (1 × 1 m fenced areas built with chicken wire to keep geese off the plots) are installed 

in late June.  At the end of the plant-growing season (i.e. mid-August), we sample the vegetation 

inside and outside the exclosures (i.e. ungrazed and grazed areas, respectively).  All live above-

ground plant biomass is cut, sorted out into sedges (Eriophorum scheuchzeri or Carex aquatilis), 

grasses (mostly Dupontia fisheri), and forbs, dried, and weighed. Above-ground biomass of 

vascular plants includes all green material and white basal stems buried in mosses. Live above-

ground biomass in mid-August is a good measure of annual graminoid production (Gauthier et al. 

1995).  

 Plant phenology in wetland communities. — In 2005, we expanded our monitoring to the 

plant phenology of C. aquatilis, E. scheuchzeri and D. fisheri in the Qarlikturvik Valley.  Inside 

each exclosure, a permanent quadrat of 25 × 25 cm was delimited and every 2 weeks the number 

of shoots of each species was determined as well as their phenological stages, i.e. green leaves 

only, buds emergence, stigmas visible (C. aquatilis only), anthers visible, yellowing leaves (C. 

aquatilis only), fruits formed (E. scheuchzeri and D. Fisheri only), seed dispersal.   

 Grazing impact in mesic communities.— In 2002 we established an experimental set-up 

of long-term exclosures in two dominant mesic habitats used by geese (mesic meadows on the 

hills and mesic polygons in the lowlands; see Fig. 1). This experiment includes, in each 

community, three treatments: goose exclosure (3 × 2 m surrounded by chicken wire 0.45 m high, 

2.5-cm mesh), goose+lemming exclosure (3 × 2 m surrounded by welded wire 0.45 m high 

inserted 0.15 m into the ground, 1.25-cm mesh) and control (unfenced plots receiving normal 

grazing pressure) in 4 replicated blocks (each with 3 groups of exclosures and a control) for a 

total of 24 groups of exclosures.  
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In 2003, 2004 and 2005, we monitored the grazing impact in mesic habitat using this 

experimental set up. To quantify the plants grazed by geese and lemmings, each treatment (see 

above) was sampled with two marked contiguous 70 × 70 cm quadrats early (prior to massive 

goose arrival in the valley) and late in season (mid-August). All inflorescences (and the 

phenological stage) and marks of grazing and/or grubbing (mostly on leaves and shoots) were 

counted. It was possible to distinguish and exclude grazing by invertebrates (mostly insects).  To 

assess use by geese, permanent 1 × 20 m feces transects were marked and the number of feces 

were counted at each visit (early and late summer). 

INUIT TRADITIONAL ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE  

  In fall 2004, we initiated an Inuit Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) study.  The 

goal of the study is to integrate TEK and Western science to have a more complete understanding 

of arctic ecosystems as well as to document changes observed in the local environment. More 

specifically, the study aims at gathering Inuit Knowledge on (1) important components of the 

local terrestrial ecosystem, namely the Snow Geese and Arctic and Red Foxes and (2) changes 

observed in the environment. At a specific level, TEK will help us document long-term trends in 

abundance and distribution of geese and foxes, as well as better understand the importance of 

these species for the local community. At a more general level, TEK will also help understand 

changes that are occurring in the North Baffin area. Through the project, the investigators also 

aim at building a framework for increasing the integration of Inuit Knowledge in the management 

of the Sirmilik National Park of Canada. 

 The original plan for this study was to collect TEK in both the communities of Arctic Bay 

and Pond Inlet. However, due to logistical and monetary constraints, knowledge gathering has 

been restrained to the Pond Inlet community. On the other hand, working in a single community 

allowed researchers to spend more time in the community and build a meaningful relationship 

with local experts.  

 Following consultations in February 2005 (c.f. our 2004-2005 annual progress report), 

MSc student Catherine Gagnon resided in Pond Inlet from May to September 2005 and 

conducted an important part of knowledge gathering for this project. Over this period, local 

experts were interviewed using the informal semi-directive interview method. Semi-directed 

interviews are open and flexible, and allow avoiding the rigidity of questionnaires. We selected 

local experts to be interviewed based on recommendations from the Elders, members of the local 
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Hunters and Trappers Association, people from the Hamlet Office, and community members 

working for Parks Canada and the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board. During interviews, 

maps stimulated conversation and were used as a recording aid. With the consent of informants, a 

local student assistant recorded (audio and video) all interviews. All interviews were also 

simultaneously translated in Inuktitut and English with the assistance of a local translator.  Most 

interviews were conducted at the Nattinak Visitor Centre of Pond Inlet, but one interview was 

also conducted at our Base-camp in the Qarlikturvik Valley on Bylot Island and another one was 

performed in Nadluat, a traditional camping site.  

PRESENTATIONS AND COMMUNITY WORKSHOP  

  We organized a day and a half workshop on ecological monitoring on Bylot Island and 

TEK study with representatives from the community of Pond Inlet on 14 and 15 February 2006. 

Invited representatives were from the Joint Park Management Committee (JPMC Pond Inlet 

members), the Hamlet of Pond Inlet, the Mittimatalik Hunters and Trappers Organization (HTO), 

the Government of Nunavut, the Nattinak Center of Pond Inlet, the Elders of Pond Inlet, the Inuit 

Knowledge Working Group of Pond Inlet, the Parks Canada Office in Pond Inlet and the RCMP. 

The workshop was co-organized by Dominique Berteaux and Catherine Gagnon, with support 

from the local Parks Canada Office, and held in the conference room of the Nattinak Visitor 

Centre, Pond Inlet. One researcher (Dominique Berteaux) and one student (Catherine Gagnon) 

from a southern university (Université du Québec à Rimouski) attended the meeting. The 

workshop was followed by an evening public presentation (15 February) at the Nattinak Center, 

Pond Inlet. Everybody from the community was invited to attend the public meeting through 

announcements made on the local radio.  Simultaneous Inuktitut/English translation was also 

available during the workshops. On the afternoon of 15 February, as well as on 16 and 17 

February, Dominique Berteaux and Catherine Gagnon gave talks to the students of the Pond Inlet 

Ulaajuk Elementary School and Nassivik High School.  In both cases, school principals 

organized the schedule of these talks.  
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RESULTS 
CLIMATIC DATA 

The data retrieved from our automated environmental stations in 2005 spanned the period 

from summer 2004 to summer 2005.  All data were compiled, validated (e.g. missing or 

erroneous values were excluded), and archived.  We present here an overview of the most 

important climatic variables during the last year, and an update of the long-term trends. 

Air Temperature 

 The year 2004 (the last year for which we have a complete record) was the coldest year of 

the past 10 years on Bylot Island (mean annual temperature: -15.8°C, which is 1.3°C below the 

long-term average). However, there is no detectable trend yet in annual air temperature (Fig. 2).  

Fall 2004 and spring 2005 temperatures were above average but summer 2004 and winter 2004-

2005 were below average.  There was no trend observed in temperature for any of the seasons at 

Bylot Island (Fig. 3).  The number of thawing degree-days (TDD) was below the long-term 

average during 2004, especially during the summer, but TDD was above average during fall 2004 

and, near average during the spring 2005 (Fig. 4). 

Snow cover and precipitations 

 The snow pack in spring 2005 was near normal with an average snow depth of 33.6 cm on 

1 June compared to a long-term average of 31.5 cm. Snow depth varied greatly among years, but 

no trends were detected (Fig. 5). The percentage of snow cover recorded in the lowlands of the 

Qarlikturvik Valley on 5 June was 80%, above the long-term average.  Snow cover varied 

similarly to snow depth, with no evidence of a temporal trend (Fig. 6). Despite the deeper snow 

pack in 2005 compared to 2004, snow-melt was relatively fast this year (Fig. 7). Again, there 

were large inter-annual differences in the speed of snowmelt, and no temporal trend was found.  

 The summer 2005 was the second wettest on record on Bylot Island, with 132 mm of 

rainfall compared to a long-term average of 97 mm. Although we found no evidence of a 

temporal trend in total summer rainfall, rainfall during the month of July showed a positive 

temporal trend, with an increase of 43.8 mm of rain over the last 10 years (Fig. 8).   
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Wind speed 

 Mean annual wind speed in 2004 was 2.0 m s-1 on Bylot Island, which is the long-term 

average (Fig. 9).  Summer 2004 and spring 2005 wind speed were near average while fall 2004 

was above average and winter 2004-2005 was below average (Fig. 10).  We found no detectable 

trends in wind speed either on an annual or seasonal basis. 

BIOLOGICAL DATA 

Birds 

 Greater Snow Geese.—  Overall, the median date that the first egg was laid in goose nests 

(i.e. egg-laying date) in 2005 was 12 June, which is also the long-term average (12 June). Mean 

egg-laying date showed relatively large inter-annual variations (from 6 to 20 June but analyses 

revealed no temporal trend in egg-laying dates; Fig. 11A). However, it should be noted that in the 

4 years following the instauration of a spring hunt for geese in Québec (1999), egg-laying dates 

were all late or very late. The spring hunt disrupted the accumulation of fat by geese in spring, 

and this had a negative impact on subsequent reproduction (reduced reproductive effort and 

delayed phenology; Mainguy et al. 2002, Bêty et al. 2003, Féret et al. 2003, Reed et al. 2004).  

Because incubation has a set time length in birds (23-24 days in snow geese), egg hatching 

dates followed annual trends similar to laying dates. In 2005, hatching date was 8 July (n = 197), 

which is the long-term average (8 July). There was no detectable long-term trend in hatching date 

(Fig. 11B).  

 The mean number of eggs per nest (i.e. total clutch laid) was 3.60 ± 0.08 eggs (n = 156) in 

2005, very close to the long-term average (3.70; Fig. 12). We did not find any temporal trends in 

clutch size.  

Nesting success (proportion of nests hatching at least one egg) in 2005 was good (66%, n = 

226) and very close the long-term average (64%; Fig. 13). We did not find any temporal trends in 

nesting success. 

 Avian predators.—  Snowy Owls only nest in peak lemming years, which occur every 3-4 

years on Bylot Island (see below). Owl nests were thus previously found in 1989, 1993, 1996, 

2000 and 2004. In 2005, no Snowy Owls were found nesting in our study area. 

In 2005, we found 11 nests of Glaucous Gulls in the Qarlikturvik Valley and 1 at the 

goose colony, and 9 nests of Long-tailed Jaegers at each study site (Table 1).  Mean egg laying 

date of gull nests was 13 June and 16 June for jaegers; mean hatching date were 10 July and 11 
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July, respectively. Mean clutch size was 2.9 in gulls and 1.8 eggs in jaegers.  Nesting success of 

gulls was 80% while most jaeger nests were predated and only 8% of them produced young.   

 Shorebirds.— Our new monitoring of shorebird species was successful in 2005.  Among 

the eight species monitored, five of them were found nesting, mostly in the Qarlikturvik Valley 

(Table 2). The most abundant shorebirds were the White-rumped Sandpiper (39 nests), the 

Baird’s Sandpiper (20 nests) and the American Golden Plover (6 nests).  Black-bellied Plover (1 

nest), Red Phalarope (1 nest), Common Ringed Plover, Purple Sandpiper and Ruddy Turnstone 

were also observed on the island during the summer.  Clutch size of all shorebird nests monitored 

was 4.0 eggs.  Mean laying and hatching dates were between 10 and 18 June, and 4 and 18 July, 

respectively (Table 2).  Overall, Baird’s Sandpipers had the highest nesting success (25%) 

followed by American Golven Plovers (19%) and White-rumped Sandpipers (11%).  

Lapland Longspurs and other bird species.—  In 2005, we found a record number of 

Lapland Longspur nests (68, Table 3). Large annual variations in number of nests found in part 

reflect variations in sampling effort among years. Egg-laying and hatching dates of longspurs in 

2005 were 21 June (n = 32; long-term average: 17 June) and 3 July (n = 19; long-term average: 4 

July), respectively. No temporal trends were detected for both laying and hatching dates.  The 

clutch size was 5.1 ± 0.1 eggs (n = 57), slightly below the long-term average (5.3; Table 3) and 

no temporal trend was detected.  Nesting success was very low (19%, n = 62) and below the 

long-term average (54%).  

We also found 1 nest of Sandhill Cranes, 5 of King Eiders and 4 of Long-tailed Ducks in 

2005 (Table 3).   

Mammals 

 Lemmings.— As commonly observed in the Arctic, lemming populations have been 

going through marked cycles of abundance on Bylot Island. Our longest record in the 

Qarlikturvik Valley indicated that cycles lasted 3 to 4 years, with peak abundance occurring in 

1993, 1996, 2000 and 2004 (Fig. 14). Trapping conducted at the main goose colony suggested 

that the two sites generally fluctuated either in synchrony or possibly with a 1-year time lag in the 

main goose colony for the peak years of lemming abundance (Fig. 14).   

 The relative abundance of the two lemming species generally differed between the two 

sites (Fig. 15). In the Qarlikturvik Valley, the site with the highest density of wetlands, Brown 

Lemmings were typically more abundant than Collared, whereas at the main goose colony, where 
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mesic tundra is most abundant, the reverse was true, except during the 2001 lemming peak.  In 

2005, abundance of Brown Lemmings was very low at both sites whereas the one of Collared 

Lemmings was low in the Qarlikturvik Valley and moderate at the main goose colony. The large 

annual fluctuations in lemming abundance precluded the examination of long-term trend in 

abundance.  

 For the second year of our live-trapping monitoring program for lemming populations, we 

captured a total of 55 lemming individuals, of which 24 were recaptured more than once (Table 

4).  We captured 12 Brown Lemmings and 13 Collared Lemmings in wetlands, and 16 Brown 

Lemmings and 14 Collared Lemmings in mesic tundra.  Preliminary analyses based on capture-

recapture models indicate that average densities of Brown Lemmings in 2004 was 2.2 lemmings 

ha-1 and 0.4 lemming ha-1 for Collared Lemmings, and in 2005, 0.3 and 0.2 lemming ha-1, 

respectively 

 Arctic and Red Foxes.— In 2005, we visited 108 dens during the summer and we 

detected signs of activity (fresh digging and/or footprints) at 80 of them.  The breeding activity of 

foxes was low as we found 7 litters (7% of known denning sites with a different litter) of Arctic 

Foxes and none of Red Foxes. This level of use is lower than last year (15%; Fig. 16) but typical 

of the proportion of fox dens used in years of relatively low lemming abundance (~5%).  

Minimum litter size varied between 3 and 9 pups (mean of 6.9 pups ± 0.8, n = 7). This value is 

higher than the long-term average litter size (Arctic Fox: 4.0 pups; Table 5).  We found a weak 

increasing trend in the litter size of Arctic Foxes since 1996 (R2 = 0.072, df = 51, P = 0.031; not 

enough data for a similar analysis in Red Fox).  No temporal trend was detected in the percentage 

of dens used by Arctic Foxes since 1996 (P = 0.210, Fig. 16; number of dens monitored before 

this date too small for statistical analysis).  

Plant monitoring  

 Plant production in wetlands.— Wetland communities on Bylot Island are largely 

dominated by graminoid plants (i.e. >90 % by sedges and grasses), and thus only these plants are 

considered here. Among the 3 sites where wetland plants are monitored on Bylot Island, the 

longest time series comes from the Qarlikturvik Valley, a major brood-rearing site for geese. 

Above-ground biomass of graminoid plants in the valley reached 57.1 ± 8.2 g m-2 in ungrazed 

areas in mid-August 2005 (long-term average 44.3 g m-2; Fig. 17).  Dupontia fisheri accounted 

for 68 % of the graminoid biomass, i.e. 38.8 ± 5.0 g m-2 in ungrazed areas (long-term average: 
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28.0 g m-2) while Eriophorum scheuchzeri represented 24% with a production of 13.8 ± 3.9 g m-2 

in ungrazed plots (long-term average: 13.9 g m-2).  Since 1990, the biomasses of all graminoids, 

Eriophorum and Dupontia have showed significant increasing trends in the Qarlikturvik Valley.  

Average production of all graminoid plants has increased by 1.9 g m-2 yr-1 (R2 = 0.106, df = 178, 

P < 0.001), Eriophorum by 0.8 g m-2 yr-1 (R2 = 0.048, df = 178, P = 0.002) and Dupontia by 

0.9 g m-2 yr-1 (R2 = 0.065, df = 178, P < 0.001) since 1990. 

 Wetland plant monitoring at the two other sites (main goose nesting colony and Pointe 

Dufour) has been conducted since 1998 only. The above-ground biomass of graminoids at the 

end of the summer was 25.1 ± 4.9 g m-2 in ungrazed areas of the main goose nesting colony, 

which is lower than the long-term average (31.2 g m-2; Fig. 18). Graminoid biomass was also 

dominated by Dupontia fisheri, with an annual production of 15.5 ± 4.4 g m-2 (i.e. 62% of the 

total biomass) followed by Eriophorum scheuchzeri with 7.9 ± 2.5 g m-2 (i.e. 31% of the total 

biomass) both of which are lower than their long-term average (18.5 g m-2 and 11.0 g m-2, 

respectively). Since 1998, average production of graminoids plants has decreased significantly at 

the main goose colony.  We observed a decrease of 2.2 g m-2 yr-1for all graminoids (R2 = 0.067, 

df = 95, P = 0.006) and 1.3 g m-2 yr-1 for Dupontia (R2 = 0.037, df = 95, P = 0.034).  No 

significant trends were observed for Eriophorum (P = 0.285).  Graminoid plants production at 

Pointe Dufour was similar to 2003 (42.3 ± 6.0 in 2005 vs. 46.0 ± 8.4 g m-2 in 2003; Fig. 19) and 

below the long-term average recorded since 1998 (49.2 g m-2; Fig. 19). Dupontia represented 

61% of the graminoid biomass, i.e. 25.7 ± 6.8 g m-2 (long-term average: 20.3 g m-2) while 

Eriophorum accounted for 24%, i.e. 10.0 ± 4.7 g m-2 (long-term average: 13.7 g m-2).  No 

significant temporal trends were detected at Pointe Dufour (0.116 < P < 0.778).  Over the period 

1998-2005 when sampling was carried out at the 3 sites, we note that plant production was 

comparable in the Qarlikturvik Valley (56.4 g m-2) and Pointe Dufour (49.2 g m-2) but lower at 

the main goose colony (31.2 g m-2). 

 Goose grazing impact in wetlands. — Goose grazing was relatively high in the wet 

meadows of the Qarlikturvik Valley where geese removed 46% of the above-ground biomass by 

mid-August 2005 (Fig. 17). Geese removed 51% of the total annual production of Eriophorum 

and 42% of Dupontia.  We found a significant temporal trend in goose grazing impact in the 

Qarlikturvik Valley.  Since 1990, grazing impact by geese on total graminoid plants decreased by 
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1.2% yr-1 (R2 = 0.049, df = 178, P = 0.002), 1.3% yr-1 on Eriophorum (R2 = 0.024, df = 176, P = 

0.021) and 1.1% yr-1 on Dupontia (R2 = 0.033, df = 178, P = 0.009).   

 At the main colony, the grazing impact was also relatively high with 41% of the 

graminoid biomass (61% of Eriophorum and 24 % of Dupontia) removed by geese (Fig. 18).  

Since 1998, goose impact on Eriophorum has increased by 5.4% yr-1 at the goose colony (R2 = 

0.119, df = 88, P < 0.001) but there was no temporal trends on total graminoids (P = 0.504) and 

Dupontia (P = 0.673).  

 Similarly, at Pointe Dufour geese removed 39% of the total biomass (76% of Eriophorum 

and 23% of Dupontia; Fig. 19). From 1998 to 2005, the proportion of total biomass removed by 

geese at Pointe Dufour increased by 4.0% yr-1 (R2 = 0.151, df = 68, P < 0.001).  This was mainly 

due to an increase of grazing impact on Eriophorum (R2 = 0.167, df = 64, P < 0.001).  No 

temporal trends were detected for Dupontia (P = 0.226). 

 Plant phenology in wetlands.— This year we tested and validated our new sampling 

method for the phenology of graminoid plants in wetlands. Our phenological data revealed the 

same pattern found with the biomass data, i.e. that D. fisheri and E. scheuchzeri are the most 

abundant graminoid species in the Qarlikturvik Valley wetlands with a total of 1827 ± 127 and 

1404 ± 277 shoots m-2, respectively, compared to only 139 ± 83 shoots m-2 for C. aquatilis.  

Sedge species (i.e. C. aquatilis and E. scheuchzeri) were the first to start their reproductive cycle 

with bud emergence well under way at the start of sampling on 5 July, whereas D. fisheri buds 

appeared only 2 weeks later in late July (Fig. 20).  For C. aquatilis, female spikes (i.e. stigmas) 

appeared in late July while male spikes (i.e. anthers) emerged in August.  Most anthers were 

visible in late July for E. scheuchzeri and fruits emerged in early August. In D. fisheri, shoots 

bearing anthers appeared only in early August and fruits also appeared at that time but were most 

abundant in mid-August.  For all three species monitored, senescence (i.e. yellowing of leaves) 

and seed dispersion had not yet started in mid-August, when we left the study site. In 2006, we 

will initiate the monitoring of phenology earlier in June. 

 Goose grazing impact in mesic communities.— The sampling of grazing impact in the 

two mesic habitats was successful. Distinct grazing marks could be recognized on a number of 

plant species. Grazing of willows was mostly done by insects whereas grazing on graminoids and 

forbs could be associated with geese and lemming activity. The analyses of the data on frequency 

of occurrence and selection ratio are in progress. 
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 Habitat use by geese, based on feces density, did not differ between the two mesic habitats 

(F1,126 = 1.99, P = 0.172; Fig. 21).  However, their intensity of use changed between years and 

sampling dates (F2,126 = 26.29, P < 0.001).  Habitat use during the fall 2002-spring 2003 and fall 

2004-spring 2005 (based on feces count in early summer 2003 and 2005; Fig 21) were similar 

(P = 0.364) but much lower than during the fall 2003-spring 2004 (early summer count of 2004).  

While geese increased their habitat use of both mesic habitats during the summer of 2003, it 

decreased in 2004 and 2005 (0.001 < P < 0.038).   

INUIT TRADITIONAL ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE  

 During the spring and summer 2005, Catherine Gagnon was successful in collecting close 

to 40 hours of interviews with 21 local experts (6 women, 15 men; 14 Elders, 12 Hunters) from 

Pond Inlet. Subjects covered by the interviews included (1) the ecosystem, i.e. changes observed 

in the environment, areas considered particularly sensitive, activities that have affected the land; 

(2) foxes, i.e. cultural use and importance, location of trap-lines, changes in abundance and 

distribution, winter feeding habits, moult, and arrival of Red Foxes in the area; (3) geese, i.e. 

cultural use and importance, hunting areas, changes in abundance and distribution, migration 

routes, and timing of moult. During the interviews, areas considered important to local experts, 

either due to their cultural or ecological relevance, were recorded on 1:250 000 scale maps. These 

maps were later scanned and will eventually be made available in a digital format. While 

conducting data collection, Catherine Gagnon also provided updates to the community via shows 

held on the local radio.  

 Preliminary analysis of the interviews reveals that local experts observed different levels 

of changes in the local environment, ranging from no detected changes at all to changes observed 

in weather predictability, ice thickness, erosion patterns and garbage at traditional campsites. 

Informants also provided valuable information regarding areas and/or ecosystems components 

that they considered particularly sensitive. Concerning terrestrial ecosystems components, local 

experts provided detailed information about Greater Snow Geese ecology. Most informants 

identified changes in the numbers and distribution of nesting snow geese in the area. However, 

the cause of these changes varied according to informants. They also provided information 

regarding the feeding and breeding ecology of Arctic Foxes as well as temporal information 

concerning the recent arrival of Red Fox in the area.  
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 Local elders and hunters participating in the study expressed the desire that the knowledge 

collected during the interviews be shared with the youth from the community. Considering this 

recommendation, Catherine Gagnon and Dominique Berteaux, have applied for funding and will 

organize an Elder-Youth Camp. During this camp, the knowledge shared during the interviews 

will be discussed, practiced and transmitted to the younger generation. Pending funding, this 

camp should be held on Bylot Island in June 2006.  

 Finally, preliminary results emerging from the interviews have been communicated via 

presentations at 3 conferences : the 30e Colloque annuel de la Société Québécoise pour l’Étude de 

la Biologie et du Comportement (Concordia University, Montreal, November 2005), the Second 

Annual ArcticNet Annual Meeting (Banff Centre, December 2005) and the 26e Colloque annuel 

du Centre d’études nordiques (Laval University, Québec, January 2006). Preliminary results have 

also been communicated to the local community via Christmas cards (Appendix 1) sent to the 

participants and during the workshops held in Pond Inlet in February 2006 (see below). During 

the latter workshop, the idea of the Elder-Youth Camp was presented to the elders and members 

of the Joint Park Management Committee. The idea was greatly appreciated and attendees 

provided insights on the best way to proceed with the camp. They also signed letters to support 

funding applications for the camp. 

COMMUNITY WORKSHOP  

 The workshop was highly successful, with 14 participants (11 from northern 

communities) attending it on 14 February (the list of participants and their affiliation are given in 

Appendix 2). On 14 February, there was five presentations (three by Dominique Berteaux, one by 

Catherine Gagnon and one by Gary Mouland from Parks Canada; see schedule in Appendix 3) 

supported by visual material (Power Point presentations are available upon request). Following 

these presentations, considerable time was devoted to questions and discussions with participants. 

The purpose of the workshop was to 1) inform the community about the ecological monitoring 

activities performed on Bylot Island, with a special focus this year on studies related to Arctic 

Foxes, 2) present the proposed monitoring activities in the coming years, seeking suggestion and 

advices and 3) present the results and upcoming events related to the TEK study, such as the 

organization of an Elder-Youth Camp on Bylot Island in 2006.  

During the workshop, a pamphlet that summarizes the fox studies performed in the area 

(including Western science and TEK) was distributed and used as a basis for discussion. The 
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pamphlet is bilingual (Inuktitut-English) and copies were distributed to all participants (Appendix 

4). During the afternoon, procedures and equipment for fox trapping on Bylot Island were 

presented, as well as archive pictures showing fox and goose harvesting activities. For the 

workshop, Cornelius Nutaraq, a respected elder from the community, had prepared 4 maps of the 

area with many drawings of the animals he had seen during his life. Drawings included Red 

Foxes in different parts of the Pond Inlet area. M. Nutaraq had made them for us in order to pass 

on his knowledge to younger generations and he has giving them to us. This was a much 

appreciated sign of trust and we were very grateful. This was also an expression of the two-way 

exchange of information that is taking place between scientists and community members. 

Catherine Gagnon had prepared a gift in advance for this exceptional Elder: a very large, 

laminated map of the area. 

 The morning of 15 February was dedicated to less formal discussion regarding the 

workshop of the previous day. Eleven participants (8 from northern communities) attended the 

morning session. Feedbacks received were very positive. Participants were pleased that southern 

researchers took time to visit them during the winter to inform them about their projects. 

Participants were also enthusiastic about the perspective of organizing the Elder-Youth Camp. A 

real exchange between scientists and northern community members took place during this 

meeting.  

 On 15 February, the evening consultation with the general public was also very successful 

with 12 local persons attending. The activity had been well publicised in the community (on the 

community radio). Talks were given by Dominique Berteaux and Catherine Gagnon, followed by 

presentations of posters, maps, archive pictures and fox trapping procedures.  Pamphlets were 

also distributed during the consultation. It was followed by snacks and coffee, which allowed 

people to discuss in a more informal and comfortable way.  

 Talks given at the high school and elementary school were also successful. For the high 

school, Dominique Berteaux and Catherine Gagnon presented their research to one group. They 

had also prepared a 1-hour talk supported by visual material (Power Point) on environmental 

studies on Bylot Island. During the presentation, Dominique Berteaux advertised the possibility 

for students to get summer jobs with the researchers. Students and teachers enjoyed the talks and 

our presentation generated several questions from the students. A simplified version of the talk 

was later presented to a grade 4 class at the elementary school. For this group, the talk mainly 
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focused on presenting pictures about the animals studied on Bylot Island. The teachers were so 

pleased about the enthusiasm that the presentation generated among students that the principal of 

the elementary school asked Dominique Berteaux and Catherine Gagnon to give other talks. 

Three other talks were therefore given to grade 1, 2 and 5 classes. 

 

HIRING AND TRAINING OF INDIVIDUALS FROM LOCAL COMMUNITIES 

 We hired 3 persons from the Pond Inlet community to work with us for various lengths of 

time (1-2 weeks each) during the summer 2005: James Inootik, Patrick Enokooloo and Jimmy 

Pitseolak.  All these people received valuable training in environmental studies while working 

with us.  In addition, Adam Ferguson, patrol person from Parks Canada also joined our crew 

again this year for a few days to receive a similar training.  
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PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS 

 So far, few temporal trends were observed in the climatic data collected on Bylot Island 

over the last decade.  Air temperatures has varied greatly from year to year and no trend were 

detected either on an annual or seasonal basis.  The weak decreasing trend in the spring thawing 

degree-days (TDD) is entirely due to the extremely high TDD value recorded in 1994, a year with 

virtually no snow cover during the winter. The absence of temporal trends in air temperatures on 

Bylot Island is likely related to our short time series (i.e. 12 years) as Gagnon et al. (2004) were 

able to detect warming trends in the summer, spring and fall temperatures of Pond Inlet and 

Nanisivik over the past 3 decades. Interestingly, our data suggests some trends in summer 

precipitation with an increase in mid summer (July). The summer 2005 was very wet, especially 

the month of July with yet again record rainfall.  

 In 2005, Snow Geese nested at usual dates, and their reproductive effort was moderate 

(i.e. moderate nesting density). Even though no Snowy Owls have nested this year, geese still 

benefited from a relatively low predation pressure, due to low abundance of foxes and jaegers, 

which enabled them to have a relatively high nesting success.  

 Our long-term data on lemming abundance show that the population dynamics of the two 

lemming species found on Bylot Island differ. Indeed, the population of Brown Lemmings has 

been going through much deeper cycles than the one of Collared Lemmings at our two study 

sites. During peak years, abundance of Brown Lemmings was several times higher than Collared 

Lemmings, but in low years that species was equally scarce (in the Qarlikturvik Valley) or rarer 

(at the nesting colony) than Collared Lemmings. Although population cycles were much more 

obvious in Brown than Collared Lemmings, the abundance of both species tended to fluctuate 

synchronously.  Even though our 2004 lemming index was much lower than in previous peak 

years, data from our 2005 dead-trapping survey, and from our 2004 and 2005 live-trapping 

survey further confirm that 2004 was indeed a peak in lemming abundance on Bylot Island, albeit 

a smaller one than usual. 

 In 2005, plant production in wetlands of the Qarlikturvik Valley was the highest since 

2001.  This is likely due to the very low grazing impact of geese in 2004.  Even though we 

detected a long-term increasing trend in plant production, the most striking feature seemed to be a 

somewhat cyclic fluctuation since 1990, with a low in 1994 and a high in 2000. We do not know 

the cause of these fluctuations but in coming years we will examine more closely possible links 
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with the climate and grazing pressure. In fact, the decreasing trend observed in goose grazing 

impact in the Qarlikturvik Valley could be partly explained by their reduced use of wet meadows 

in recent years (i.e. 2003-2004) as broods apparently moved earlier to upland areas due to heavy 

rainfall and extensive flooding in low-lying areas in late July and early August. However, this 

needs to be explored further. It is also noteworthy that plant production at the goose colony is 

half of that at the brood-rearing areas of Dufour Point and Qarlikturvik Valley. The high density 

of geese at the colony and the ensuing high grazing impact during nesting and early-brood rearing 

likely explain the low plant production there. 

 We are highly satisfied with the success of our TEK project this past summer.  The 

participation and assistance received from the community was greatly appreciated.  We are very 

hopeful that, with the support received from the Elders and the Joint Park Management 

Committee, the project will further benefit the community with the organization of the Elder-

Youth Camp in 2006.  

With the additional funding awarded to our project for the 2005 field season we were able 

to add new components to our monitoring program on Bylot Island (e.g. new recording 

instruments installed on our weather stations, monitoring of the breeding activities of shorebirds, 

expanding our monitoring in wetlands to plant phenology and goose grazing impact, and plant 

monitoring in mesic tundra). In 2006, these new monitoring activities will be continued in 

combination with those that were already in place.  
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Table 1.  Data on the reproduction of Snowy Owls, Jaegers (mostly Long-tailed) and Glaucous Gulls on Bylot Island, from 1993 to 2005. 
 

Species               1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

N of nests a 12 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 7 / 3 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 12 / 1 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 13 / 9 0 / 0 
Laying date 21 May - b - 16 May - - - 29 May - - - 18 May - 
Hatching date 

 
22 June - - 17 June -       

             
             

              

             
            

             
              

              

              
             

             
              

- - 30 June - - - 19 June -
Clutch size 7.6

 
- - 7.9 - - - 6.4 - - - 7.1 -

Snowy  
Owl 

Nesting success
 

- - - - - - - 85% - - - 95% -

N of nests - - - - 6 3 - 9 9 - - 17 / 6 9 / 9 
Laying date - - - - - - - - - - - 15 June 16 June
Hatching date - - - - - - - - - - - 10 July 11 July

 Clutch size - - - - - - - - - - - 1.8 1.8

Long-
tailed 
Jaeger 

Nesting success
 

- - - - - - - - - - - 86% 8%

N of nests  - - - - 3 5 7 5 4 1 - 5 / 5 11 / 1 
Laying date - - - - - - - - - - - - 13 June
Hatching date - - - - - - - - - - - - 10 July

 Clutch size - - - - - - - - - - - 2.3 2.9

Glaucous  
Gull 

Nesting success - - - - - - - - - - - - 80%
a Qarlikturvik Valley / main goose nesting colony; otherwise, number of nests combines both sites. 
b No data available.
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Table 2.  Data on the reproduction of shorebirds species on Bylot Island, in 2004 and 2005. 
 
Species  2004 2005 

N of nests a - b 36 / 3 
Laying date - 13 June 
Hatching date - 8 July 
Clutch size - 4.0 

White-rumped Sandpiper 

Nesting success - 11% 
    

N of nests  5 / 0 20 / 0 
Laying date - 10 June 
Hatching date - 4 July 
Clutch size 4.0 4.0 

Baird’s Sandpiper 

Nesting success - 25% 
    

N of nests  - 6 / 0 
Laying date - 17 June 
Hatching date - 13 July 
Clutch size - 4.0 

American Golden Plover 

Nesting success - 19% 
    

N of nests  - 1 / 0 
Laying date - 18 June 
Hatching date - 18 July 
Clutch size - 4.0 

Black-bellied Plover 

Nesting success - - 
    

N of nests  - 1 / 0 
Laying date - - 
Hatching date - - 
Clutch size - 4.0 

Red Phalarope 

Nesting success - - 
a Qarlikturvik Valley / main goose nesting colony. 
b No data available.
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Table 3.  Data on the reproduction of Lapland Longspurs, Sandhill Cranes, King Eiders and Long-tailed Ducks on Bylot Island, from 
1995 to 2005. 

 
Species             1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

N of nests a  23           5 13 18 7 22 18 13 18 27 68
Laying date 16 June 13 June 23 June 13 June 22 June 19 June 16 June 16 June 7 June 24 June 21 June 
Hatching date 

 
1 July 29 June 9 July 30 June 8 July 4 July 2 July 1 July 23 June 9 July 3 July 

Clutch size 5.7           
         

            

             
           
               

            
            

            
           

5.2 4.7 5.6 5.3 5.6 5.1 5.8 5.5 5.2 5.1

Lapland  
Longspur 

Nesting success 
 

75% - b 40% 38% 50% 82% - 50% - 75% 19%

N of nests - 2 1 1 2 3 1 - 1 2 / 0 1 / 0 Sandhill 
Crane
 

Clutch size
 

- - - - - - - - - 2.0 2.0

N of nests - - - 2 2 7 3 1 2 2 / 2 5 / 0King Eider 
Clutch size
 

- - - - - - - - - - 5.0

N of nests - - - 1 - 5 1 - - 1 / 1 4 / 0 Long-tailed 
Duck 
 

Clutch size
 

- - - - - - - - - - 4.8

a Qarlikturvik Valley / main goose nesting colony; otherwise, number of nests combines both sites (except for Lapland Longspurs, Qarlikturvik Valley only). 
b No data available.
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Table 4. Number of Brown and Collared Lemmings captured and recaptured during the live-
trapping program on Bylot Island in 2004 and 2005. 

 
Wetlands  Mesic tundra  

Year  
Brown  

Lemming 
Collared  
Lemming  Brown  

Lemming 
Collared 
Lemming  Total 

Number captured 83 0  53 23  159 
2004 

Number recaptured1 56 0  31 9  96 

Number captured 12 13  16 14  55 2005 
 Number recaptured 7 4  8 5  24 
1 Number of individual recaptured more than once. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5. Average litter size of Arctic and Red Foxes on Bylot Island from 1993 to 2005. 
 

Average litter size 
Year 

Arctic Fox Red Fox 

1993 2.0 - a

1994 - - 
1995 - - 
1996 5.6 6.0 
1997 5.0 - 
1998 2.9 2.0 
1999 2.0 4.0 
2000 3.2 5.0 
2001 3.3 5.0 
2002 - - 
2003 4.3 - 
2004 5.1 6.0 
2005 6.9 - 

Long-term average 4.0 4.7 
a No data available. 
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Main goose nesting colony

Qarlikturvik Valley

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. General location of the study area, Bylot Island, Nunavut, and of the two main study sites (Qarlikturvik Valley and the main 

goose nesting colony) on the South plain of the island. Enlarged maps on the right present these study sites in more details, 
including camp locations, sampling sites and our three full weather stations. 
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Figure 2. Average annual air temperature in the Qarlikturvik Valley lowlands of Bylot Island 
from 1995 to 2004. The dotted line shows the mean for the whole period.  Air 
temperature for 1998 is represented by a white circle as it was extrapolated for part of 
the year from the relation between the air temperatures at Bylot Island and Pond Inlet 
due to missing values.  
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Figure 3.   Average air temperature in the Qarlikturvik Valley lowlands of Bylot Island from 
1994 to 2005 for (A) spring (March to May), (B) summer (June to August), (C) fall 
(September to November) and (D) winter (December to February).  The dotted line 
shows the mean for the whole period. Air temperature for the spring and summer 
1998 is represented by a white circle as it was extrapolated from the relation 
between the air temperatures at Bylot Island and Pond Inlet.  
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Figure 4. Number of thawing degree-days in the Qarlikturvik Valley lowlands of Bylot Island 

from 1994 to 2005 for (A) entire year, (B) spring (March to May), (C), summer (June 
to August) and (D) fall (September to November). Temporal trends are represented 
by a dashed line when approaching significance (0.05 < P < 0.15). The dotted line 
shows the mean for the whole period. 
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Figure 5. Average snow depth (mean ± SE) on the ground on 1 June in the Qarlikturvik Valley 

lowlands of Bylot Island from 1995 to 2005. The dotted line shows the mean for the 
whole period. 
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Figure 6. Average percentage of snow cover on the ground on 5 June in the Qarlikturvik Valley 

lowlands of Bylot Island from 1995 to 2005. The dotted line shows the mean for the 
whole period. 
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Figure 7. Average speed of snowmelt during the month of June in the Qarlikturvik Valley 

lowlands of Bylot Island from 1995 to 2005. The dotted line shows the mean for the 
whole period. 
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Figure 8. Average summer and monthly rainfall in the Qarlikturvik Valley lowlands of Bylot 

Island from 1995 to 2005. Temporal trends are represented by a solid line when 
significant (P < 0.05). The dotted line shows the mean for the whole period. 
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Figure 9. Average annual wind speed in the Qarlikturvik Valley lowlands of Bylot Island from 

1995 to 2004.  The dotted line shows the mean for the whole period. 
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Figure 10. Average wind speed in the Qarlikturvik Valley lowlands of Bylot Island, from 1994 

to 2005 for (A) spring (March to May), (B) summer (June to August), (C) fall 
(September to November) and (D) winter (December to February).  The dotted line 
shows the mean for the whole period. 
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Figure 11. Median annual (A) egg-laying dates and (B) egg-hatching dates of Greater Snow 

Geese on Bylot Island from 1989 to 2005. Grey columns represents years during 
which a spring hunt occurred in Quebec. The dotted line shows the mean for the 
whole period.  Numbers on top of bars in panel A indicate the number of nests 
monitored each year.  
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Figure 12. Annual total clutch laid of Greater Snow Geese on Bylot Island from 1989 to 2005.  

Grey columns represents years during which a spring hunt occurred in Quebec. The 
dotted line shows the mean for the whole period.  
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Figure 13. Annual nesting success (percentage of nests where at least one egg hatched) of 

Greater Snow Geese on Bylot Island from 1989 to 2005.  Grey columns represents 
years during which a spring hunt occurred in Quebec. The dotted line shows the 
mean for the whole period.  
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Figure 14. Index of lemming abundance (number caught per 100 trap-nights) in the 

Qarlikturvik Valley and the main goose nesting colony of Bylot Island from 1993 to 
2005. Although no lemmings were trapped in 1993, an estimate was derived based 
on a winter nest survey.  
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Figure 15. Index of Brown and Collared Lemmings abundance (number caught per 100 trap-

nights) in (A) the Qarlikturvik Valley and (B) the main goose nesting colony of 
Bylot Island from 1994 to 2005.  
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Figure 16. Annual percentage of Arctic and Red Fox dens with presence of pups on Bylot 

Island from 1993 to 2005. Numbers on top of bars indicate the number of dens 
monitored each year. 
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Figure 17.  Live above-ground biomass (mean ± SE, dry mass) of (A) all graminoids, (B) 

Eriophorum scheuchzeri and (C) Dupontia fisheri around 16 August in grazed and 
ungrazed wet meadows of the Qarlikturvik Valley, Bylot Island, from 1990 to 2005 
(n = 12 each year). There is no data from ungrazed area in 1992. The dotted line 
shows the mean plant production for the whole period. 
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Figure 18. Live above-ground biomass (mean ± SE, dry mass) of (A) all graminoids (B) 
Eriophorum scheuchzeri and (C) Dupontia fisheri around 17 August in grazed and 
ungrazed wet meadows of the main nesting goose colony, Bylot Island, from 1998 to 
2005 (n = 12 each year). The dotted line shows the mean plant production for the 
whole period. 
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Figure 19.  Live above-ground biomass (mean ± SE, dry mass) of (A) all graminoids (B) 
Eriophorum scheuchzeri and (C) Dupontia fisheri around 17 August in grazed and 
ungrazed wet meadows of Pointe Dufour, Bylot Island, from 1998 to 2005 (n = 12 
each year). No sampling took place in 2001 and 2004. The dotted line shows the 
mean plant production for the whole period. 
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Figure 20. Plant phenology of (A) Carex aquatilis, (B) Eriophorum scheuchzeri and (C) 

Dupontia fisheri in ungrazed wet meadows of the Qarlikturvik Valley, Bylot Island, 
in 2005 (n = 12 each phenological stage). *Sampling was done using a 25 × 25 cm 
quadrat except on 5 July when a 20 × 20 cm quadrat was used. 
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Figure 21. Feces density showing the use of mesic meadows and mesic polygons by Greater 
Snow Geese (n = 4 blocks of 3 transects of 1 × 20 m) on Bylot Island in early (July) 
and late summer (August) from 2003 to 2005. 
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APPENDIX 1. English and Inuktitut text sent in the Christmas card to the participants of the TEK 
study. 

 
 
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year! 
 
I wanted to thank you very much for participating in the project about geese and foxes last 
summer. It was greatly appreciated! I am now working on the interviews and planning to visit 
Pond Inlet again in February to provide the latest news on the project. I hope to see you around 
then.  

My best wishes, 
 

Catherine 
 
Little update on the project:  
 
- 21 persons from Pond Inlet were interviewed last summer, and all were recorded. Thank you 

everyone for your participation. You provided plenty of interesting stories and information.  
 
- Last fall, I spent much time writing the translated part of the interview down on paper, so that 

there is a paper copy of the English translation. Unfortunately, my Inuktitut is not good enough 
to put on paper the non-translated versions.  

 
- Eventually, the interviews, both in video and audio format, will be made accessible to the 

community via an archive created by Parks Canada. I also hope to put some of the information 
and stories into a shorter format easily accessible to the youth. The best format still needs to be 
determined, but it could be a video, for example.  

 
- I am also working on the maps on which we took notes, trying to put them into a computer. I try 

to put them in a computer so that they can eventually be accessible to more people and put in 
the archives.  

 
- Some of you mentioned it would be good to communicate the knowledge to the younger 

generation. I therefore apply for funding to pay for transportation so that Elders and youth could 
go out on the land to live and discuss the subject we talked about in the interviews. This is only 
an idea for the moment and I would be happy to receive your comments about this idea. 

 
The Arctic is experiencing social as well as ecological changes. Arctic indigenous people are 
prime observers of these changes. Their local ecological knowledge is thus a valuable mean to 
direct and develop locally sensitive ecosystem-based management strategies. This project aims at 
collecting Inuit Local Ecological Knowledge in the Pond Inlet area to 1) document local 
knowledge about changes observed in the local environment and 2) broaden baseline data on the 
local terrestrial ecosystems, with special emphasis on the ecology of the greater snow geese and 
the arctic and red foxes and the value of those species to the local population. On a broader level, 
this project is a first step towards integration of Local Ecological Knowledge in managing the 
ecological integrity of the changing social-ecological systems of Sirmilik National Park.  
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APPENDIX 1 (continued). 
 
 
d=xhQ5t d=xh[=1u x3]CAul k]bu 
 
xs/6 wMscbsiEMs6b3k5 vaoEt9lb tEZixoEt9lbl d/8N]uDm5txC4r5.  
xoxNwQ5txMsC5tA5 WcbsiE/w5U ]m8N bwm WoExE?9oxZ4r5 xW6]hbsc5bMs6g5 
x7ml u5tmbo1j5 X3N4X9oxoE9lz ]=}KxEso6X5 gn6t5t/6g3lz WoExE/K5 
ckwozo3m]z5.  bw{hmiso6X5 bf4v8i]MDmZlxE?Q5.  

ckwq5txdpKz, 
 

]vgC8 
 
gnZ4]n3J4 WoEx5b u4]nk5:  
 
_ @! u5tmbo1usbw5 xW6h6bsMs6g5 xs/6, iWos6bsJw8Nw9lt4.  d/8N]u7mE4 
bw4fxo]m6 wMs=cMs6g5.  x4hxl4 gnDuN6gi4 si4]vZ4ncMsC{y x7ml 
csp]?9oDt4n5tx?1i5.  

 
_ srx4]naMs6g6, bw4fx c9l]Nt]go6tbsymJ5 ttC6X9oxyQxoMsC4r5, xhw]M4 
c9l]Nt]gzJi4 sco]mZ4n6bco6g6.  xs5]baZlx6S3o, wk4tg5txD8Nq5gD]lZm 
wk4g5 ttC6ymJi4 n6r5tJ8NqMz.  

 
_ czsAlxrx6, bw4fx x0pos6bsMs6g5 iWos6bsymJ9l, xgw8ND6t]M6bK5 
u5tmbo1usk5 u3aw6y3=oEp4f8k5 vNbu ]XXb4nw5 x6r4h6bsymJqtA5.  
iEs4vlxEKz bw4fx wMq5 cspmQxDt4nw5 si4]v6gx9l Nw[oQx6y]m3J[lQ5 
m4f4gk5 xgw8Nsi3nsix3mb.  Nox4 ckw5g9l, Wsi6Xsix3m]zq5b ho 
NlNw9ME8qbK5, ryxi  b3E/Z4nt]AJ8NC/6g5 ]h3l.  

 
_ kN8ax5bs6 WoExE?9ox?4v tt6y=sc5bMs6g5, cCns/]j6X9oxNh4LQ5. 
cCns/3]kChAtQ?4v wk1k5 b6v4fkz Ns5tsmQ/si6nsix3mb x7m XXg6bsymJk5 
wMos0/symix3mb.  

 
_ w]MyA5 scMsC{y m4f4gdt{y8k5 bm4fx cspm/stbs/Exc3iq8i5.  bwmw7m5 
]k0Jt4nk5 w8Nw5 m4f4g9l xs9]M6ylt4 w]kct]QMsvAt4nq8k5 bw4fxl 
xW6h3ic6t9lb scsysc5bMs6g5 xgo6t8NhAt4nq8k5 g4yC6ymKz.  ]m8Nsiz 
whmQgw8N6bClxC ryxi bm8N whmc3=QgxD{ys4 gnDmgw8NEKz. 

 
srs6b6gu w]kyq5 x?tztA9l xy0p6X9oxi6bc9M5]b3m5.  srs6b6gusb9M]E5 
bm4fix s0pDh4g7mEx̀l1mb.  kNui yMtui[l cspmiz b}? x]gtic9ME4S6 
WbcExc3izi4 grjxAt4nu kNzb ivNE/q8i4 x?toEi3j5 vmQ/s0Jt4nq8i4.  
bm8N WoEx4n6 g]CZcCh4S6 x}Kwi3u4 wkw5 gki3us5 x?tzi4 
cspmiE/sJdtq8il wmwos3lt4 !H ttC3lQ5 kNzi cspm/sJ5 
xy0p6X9oxisJ5 x7m @H y=5tExZ]M[lA cspm/siE/z kNdtzb wo6fyq8i4 
WsycDyq9l, Wlx6gu4 vaw5 kNdtQ]hE/q5 x7ml tEZix3J5tx5 x7ml vJw5 
tEZix5 x7m ck6 ]b4fx Wbc3iq5 x]gtc6tQ1m]zb gki3us5 kNzdtzk5.  
xqi6n4f5, bm8N WoEx4n6 h3l xKz9lxv9M4 x9lDtsZ/6S6 kNosJ5 x?tu1i5 
cspmidtq8i4 xg6t5ti3j5 vmQ/sNh4t9lA x?toEi4f5 bm4r5 w]kysJ5 
x?tzi9l xy0p6X9oxi6bc6t9lA y3uo4 u3aw6y3=c3=Q/zi.  
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APPENDIX 2. List of attendees to the Bylot Island Research and Monitoring Workshop and 
public consultation on 14-15 February 2006 at the conference room of the Nattinak 
Visitor Center, Pond Inlet.  

 
 

Workshop 
Name Affiliation  

14 Feb. 15 Feb. 

Public 
consult. 
15 Feb. 

Gary Mouland  Parks Canada – Iqaluit  X X  
David Qamaniq  Mayor, Chairmand, Inuit Qikiktani 

Association, JPMC – Pond Inlet  
X X X 

Qavavauq Issuqangituk JPMC – Pond Inlet X X  
Geesoonie Killiktee  JPMC – Pond Inlet  X X  
Joshua Idlaout Hamlet – Pond Inlet X   
Phillip Panneak Inuit Qikiktani Association, translator – Pond 

Inlet 
X X  

Joseph Koonoo Elder – Pond Inlet  X X X 
Jayko Peterloosie  Elder – Pond Inlet  X X  
Cornelius Nutaraq  Elder – Pond Inlet  X   
Paniloo Sangoya  Elder – Pond Inlet X   
Dominique Berteaux Université du Québec à Rimouski – 

Rimouski, QC 
X X X 

Catherine Gagnon  Université du Québec à Rimouski – 
Rimouski, QC  

X X X 

Isidore Quasa  
 

TEK research assistant – Pond Inlet X X  

Jimmy Pitseolak Field Assistant – Pond Inlet X   
Israel Mablick (with 
wife and kids at the 
public consultation) 

Parks Canada – Pond Inlet  X X 

Rhoda Koonoo  Elder – Pond Inlet   X 
Gamalial Kilukishak  Elder – Pond Inlet   X 
Mary Kilukishak Elder – Pond Inlet   X 
Johana Pewatoalook Elder – Pond Inlet   X 
Leslie Pewatoalook Youth – Pond Inlet   X 
Jennifer Pewatoalook Youth – Pond Inlet   X 
Elisha Pewatoalook Research assistant, translator – Pond Inlet   X 
Phillipa Ootoova  Archives - Pond Inlet library   X 
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APPENDIX 3. Schedule of the workshop on ecological monitoring on Bylot Island, Sirmilik 
National Park, Pond Inlet, 14-15 February 2006 and different meetings attended 
between 13 and 24 February 2006. 

 
 
MONDAY, 13 February 

12:00 
 

Radio communication in Pond Inlet announcing the workshop and 
public talk 

16:25 Dominique Berteaux & Catherine Gagnon 
Arrive in Pond Inlet 

TUESDAY, 14 February 

9:00-9:30 Dominique Berteaux 
Welcome word – Why doing some ecological research on Bylot Island 

9:30-10:00 Dominique Berteaux 
Research on Arctic Foxes on Bylot Island 

10:00-10:20 Coffee Break 

10:20-10:50 Catherine Gagnon 
Traditional Ecological Knowledge studies on fox and geese 

10:50-11:20 Dominique Berteaux 
New research projects on Bylot Island 

11:20-11:50 Gary Mouland 
Ecological Integrity in National Parks of Canada 

12:00-13:30 LUNCH TIME 
Radio communication in Pond Inlet announcing the workshop and 
public talk 

13:30-15:30 Dominique Berteaux & Catherine Gagnon  
Presentation of procedures and equipment for fox trapping on Bylot 
Presentation of posters and pictures relating traditional ecological 
knowledge study on fox and geese 
Presentation of archive pictures showing fox trapping in the area 
Poster distribution 
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APPENDIX 3 (continued). 
 
 
WEDNESDAY, 15 February 

9:00-12:00 Meeting between researchers, Joint Park Management Committee 
members, Parks Canada people, and  Inuit Knowledge Working Group to 
discuss specific issues related to the Park and our research 

12:00-13:00 LUNCH TIME 

15:15-17:00 Dominique Berteaux & Catherine Gagnon 
Lectures to the Nassivik High School  

17:00-19:00 DINNER TIME 

19:00-21:00 Presentation of research performed on Bylot Island  
Talk on fox research performed at Bylot and on TEK research done in 
Pond Inlet 
Presentation of scientific trapping methods and equipment 
Presentation of archive pictures 

THURSDAY, 16 February 

10:45-12:00 Dominique Berteaux & Catherine Gagnon 
Lectures to the Ulaajuk Elementary School  

14:00-15:00 Dominique Berteaux 
Meeting with Mayor of Pond Inlet David Qamaniq to discuss International 
Polar Year and get written support from Pond Inlet community 

FRIDAY, 17 February 

10:45-12:00 Dominique Berteaux & Catherine Gagnon 
Lectures to the Ulaajuk Elementary School  

13:15-14:30 Dominique Berteaux & Catherine Gagnon 
Lectures to the Ulaajuk Elementary School  

SATURDAY, 18 February 

 Dominique Berteaux leaves from Pond Inlet  

SATURDAY, 18 February – MONDAY 20 February 

 Catherine Gagnon at the Nunatsiaq outpost camp with three hunters to 
share their experience with the land in winter 
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APPENDIX 3 (continued). 
 
 
TUESAY, 21 February 

 Catherine Gagnon scheduled to work with translator Elisha Pewatoalook 
to fine tune translation of some of the 2005 summer interviews – cancelled 
due to youth suicide in the community 

WEDNESDAY, 22 February 

 Catherine Gagnon leaves from Pond Inlet  

THURSADY-FRIDAY, 23-24 February 

 Catherine Gagnon in Iqaluit to meet with Parks Canada staff and Joint 
Park Management Committee members; completion of the park permit 
update for 2006 field season 
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APPENDIX 4 
 

Pamphlet on fox studies on Bylot Island, Sirmilik National Park  
distributed to the participants at the workshop 

 
 
 



Arctic fox are studied for several reasons.

They are the main predator of the tundra and an essential 
component of the health of this ecosystem. Changes in climate, 
wildlife exploitation, rate of visitation by humans, or the arrival of 
new species to the North can all potentially disturb the tundra 
ecosystem and affect its health. Monitoring fox populations at 
Sirmilik National Park is one way to ensure that any drastic change 
to this ecosystem would be quickly detected.

Arctic foxes feed on goose eggs and goslings in summer. Managing
goose populations requires a good understanding of goose 
reproduction, which in part depends on arctic fox predation. Thus 
arctic fox studies also contribute to the management of goose 
populations.

Arctic foxes in other countries such as Norway or Sweden used to
be abundant, as in Nunavut, but have now nearly disappeared. 
Some suggest that the spread of red foxes to Northern latitudes 
during the twentieth century may have contributed to this decline. 
Red foxes also arrived recently to Sirmilik and this is an additional 
reason to closely study arctic fox populations and their relations 
with red foxes.

Finally, arctic fox used to be vital to the economy of northern 
communities, and still play an important role in Inuit culture and 
memories. This also is an important reason to study arctic fox, so 
that younger generations do not forget this important cultural 
heritage, and continue to learn about this arctic species.

`=`=KxEKxE !$_u, @))^!$_u, @))^

14 FEBRUARY 200614 FEBRUARY 2006

srs6b6gu tEZix5 cspn6bsc5b6g5 xuhv9M8i4 W0Jtc6gt4.

smJ6bsZJ8i6̀XaK5 kNu x7ml ie5tx?Q/s9lt4 xyq8k5 ̀smJk5. xy0p3iq5 yMs2, `i3J̀t9l 
xg6bs5tx8q8iq5, wk8k9l sX5bscb3iq5, s}?~l8~i5 k̀b3i5 `smJi4 srs6b6g`j6g6t9lA 
slExN6yA8N6g6 kNusb3k5 x5gwic3lt9l iEc5b3iq8i. cspnc5b3lQ5 y3uo7u u3awy3=z8i 
cspmN5txC/3z5 cktQ xy0pX9oxJ`u7m̀zb kNw5 WD6gw5 csp/snCw8i6nsZ/6gt9l.

srs6b6gu tEZix iE`h5 vaw m8iq8i x7ml xs/4f9l vaxC6gc5b6gt4. xu`hiq8i 
xsM5t5txChx3ix3li va3i5 grylQ5 ryxi c5`t8ND6X9oxiq5, bwmw8iz8k5 x5gxic3z5 srs6b6gu 
tEZix3i5 iEc5b6gi4. tEZix3i5 cspn3li wv̀Jtc3J6 xsM5ti3u5 vaw5 xùhiq8i.

tEZix5 xyq8i5 ̀h3l kx?wu h̀=bu9~l8~i5 xuhx~lMs6ym̀JZlx5, bw`m5bs kNK7u, ryxio
ka2X9ox9ME5g5. wMq5 vJw5 srs6b6g`uDJ5gw5 !())_q8i c5̀t8ND6̀X9o6ymo6g5. vJ5 
y3uo7̀j6X9oxym7mb x7ml W0JtQ9lA5bs bm8N cspnDmMe?K5 tEZix6bco3iz8i x7ml ck6 vJ3k5 
x5gxic6tQ7m̀zb cspAmlQ5.

bwmo, vJw5 mrm0Jbsc5bMs6ym7mb srs6b6gu, wk8i5 ho xg6bs?5g6 w6vsm/s5tx6gtg4. bm8N 
W7mEsizk5 cspnDm?K5 srs6b6gu tEZix5, w~kh8i6nw5 wkw5 w6vsmcbsix3zb W6fysymJi4, 
woAbs4v8i3lt9l srs6b6gu i3Jtscbs7mb.

h7n5 cspn6bsQxc6v5 
tEZix5 srs6b6guV

WHY STUDYING 
ARCTIC FOX? 

tEZix3i5 cspn3isix6g6
y3ui4 vNbu u3awy3=z

FOX STUDIES
SIRMILIK NATIONAL PARK 
OF CANADA
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
gryQx4v8iDm8iD=5

Contact   gryQx3=QJ8N6bw5 Dominique Berteaux `bmi4 ̀Sg̀D (dominique_berteaux@uqar.qc.ca) or 
Catherine Gagnon s}?~l8~i5 ̀vb~o8 Z1/ (Catherine-Alexandra.Gagnon@uqar.qc.ca), vNbu cspn6t7m~E5 
X6r5ti3j5 srs6b6gu WD6gi4 Canada research chair in conservation of northern ecosystems and Centre 
d’études nordiques, Université du Québec à Rimouski, 300 allée des Ursulines, Rimouski (Québec) G5L 3A1 
Canada (http://www.uqar.qc.ca/chairedb/)
Visit  cspQxD8N6gt5 http://www.cen.ulaval.ca/bylot/

There are still many unknowns about the ecology of Arctic foxes. For example, we know that they can move large 
distances over the tundra or the sea ice. But how far do foxes move from their natal den before settling in a new 
area? Does a given fox use the same den every year? How separate are their summer and winter ranges? How far 
from their den do foxes hunt when they are feeding cubs? In the next years, scientists and their Mittimatalik
collaborators will try to answer some of these questions. Ecological knowledge is critical to the management and 
protection of tundra ecosystems. Sustained interest in animal and plant life is also one way to bridge generations 
and help Youth to remember their important cultural heritage.

xuhi5 ho grysm8q5g5 ieQc5b6bq8i tEZix5. ̀h3l, cspmZ5b szy5gxl7̀jc5b`ha7mb kNu5 
yfj5. ryxio cktQ szy5gox`ha?5 tygc3ui5 xyx~i8ixo6t9lAV x3̀CAb`m6 `b{huz{nw8N6 
tyc̀ha?5V ck9ME4 Ẁha?5 sW3̀z4f5 srs4f9lV tEZixC~Mc6t9lQ5 cktQ szy5g`j̀ha?5 
ie{n6ysEx6gt4V srsi4 x[Q6gi4, cspn6`t5 u5tmbo7u9l wvJ6tq5 bm4fiz xW6fysJi4 
n6̀rJ̀m6g6. kNoEi3u5 cspmi6 W7mEs7m5 xsM5t0JbsJ8N3z5 X6r0Jbslt9l kN`u8̀z6gi4. 
wv̀JtsJ8NElt4 kv6tk5 w6vsmix3zb cktQW W7mEstQ7m̀z6 W6fygcq5.

yKi5t8i cspn3isZ/6g5

FUTURE STUDIES



2 3

cspnc5b6ymZ5b tEZix3i5 srs6b6gu x7ml wkw5 cspm/gcq8i xg6gb. cspn3i4f5 cspnMs6ymJA5 n8iD7u u5tmbos2 er6̀blxi, wk8i9l cspmJi4 gn6gb u5tmbo7u. 
@))%_u xW6hMs6ymJA5 wv3Cslx6gi4 4)_i4 @#_i4 w8N3i5 xy?6ti9l cspmiq8i gn6gb tEZix2 u{̀nk5 kNw9l u{̀nk5.

We study arctic fox through scientific research and Inuit traditional knowledge. We conduct scientific studies on Bylot Island, and collect Inuit traditional knowledge mostly at Mittimatalik (Pond 
Inlet). In 2005 we performed over 40 hours of interviews with 23 Elders and/or hunters to collect traditional knowledge on fox history and ecology.

Field Work WoExEc5b6ym/q5

n8iD7u u5tmbos2 er6̀blxi er6̀b~l2 kKx~i5g6, kNK7u, vNbu. xs/b`m5, Wzhi4 b9omi9~l8~i5 
cpsn6ti4, wo8ix6ti4 wvJ6ti9l u5tmbo7u ~NnwMs6ymJA5 tyq8i tEZix2, W9lQ5 
NlNw4fy6h6gQ5 iszA5, ckw8iq8i9l ttC6X5gb. cspnExyMs6ymJA5 !((#_at9lA va3i5 
cspn6t cspAmoMs6ym7m5 tEZix5 xa6bo7̀uc5b3iq8i. cspn3iq8i @))#_u 
wMQ/scbsMs6ymJ5 ryxio `m8N tEZix5 w7u4f5 cspn6bs̀zc5bo3uJ5. sz̀bi !)) tybcMs6ymJ6 
^))_̀ubi4 szy8io8i5 xs/b`m5 bwmwc5b6gt4 xùhiq8i ttC6gb, eg3qs3iq8i 
ckwc5b3iq8i9l, wkQx8iq8i x3`CAb`m5 xy0p̀Qc5bq5g5, x=3z6bc3iq8i9l mo7uJ5. @))$_at9lA 
x=8zo9MEx~lMs6ymJ6, !%_i4 w8NyxMs6ymJA5 tEZix3i5. W9lb &_i4 w8N3i5 $@_i tEZix3i5 
w8Nsq5gi4. wMq5 bf/s4v8iMs6ymJ5 @))%_at9lA n8iD7u u5tmbos2 er6̀blxi, wMq5 
urQx6bs9lt4, xyq9o bf/s4v8iMs6ym8q5g5.

Bylot Island is located off the northern tip of Baffin Island, Nunavut, Canada. Each summer, teams of 3-5 scientists, 
students, and collaborators from Mittimatalik observe and count foxes at dens, capture them using cage traps and leg 
hold traps, and record patiently their behaviour. Studies started in 1993 when goose biologists became interested in 
predation by foxes in goose colonies. Studies have intensified in 2003 and foxes are now studied on their own. More 
than 100 dens spread over a 600-km2 area are visited every summer to record fox abundance, reproduction, and 
behaviour. Fox numbers vary widely from year to year, following cycles in lemming abundance. In 2004, a high 
lemming year, we found 15 litters of arctic fox. We captured and tagged 7 adult and 42 juvenile arctic foxes. Some 
of these foxes were seen again in 2005 on Bylot, some were caught by trappers, and others were not re-observed.

Arctic fox and red fox srs6b6gu tEZix5 vJw9l

vJw3i5bs y3uo7̀u5gc6X5g5 u3awy3=z8i. bm4fx tEZixC/8i is=6t4f5 is=c5bMs6ym7mb ryxio
kabs?9ox9MEMs6ymJ5 iQ6Xyx~i5g5 er6̀bl7u !(!*_at9lA x7ml tr5gA Wz8N6Xyz8k er6̀bl7u 
bmsz !()) etDJxk5. x3̀CAb`m5 sx5tc5bC5b xùhlx8q5gi4 vJ3i5 n8iD7u u5tmbos2 er6̀blxi. 
xbsygxv9M7u tyyx6X5gA5 x3`CAb`m5 n8iD7u u5tmbos2 er6̀blxi.

Red foxes are also present at Sirmilik National Park. Pelt records of the Hudson’s Bay Company suggest that they 
colonized Southern Baffin around 1918 and reached Northern Baffin in the middle of the 20th century. Every year 
we observe a few red foxes on Bylot Island. We have never found more than one breeding den per year on Bylot.

Feeding habits iEc5b3iq5

srs6b6gy tEZux5 x0p̀Q8q5gD~l̀/l8i iec̀h5. x=8z3i5 iecCJ5g5 xs/4f5, ryxio m8i5g̀ha7uJ5 
w~kC̀bi9l xgw8NsZw7mb. srs4f5 sW3z{̀n4f9~l8~i5, tEZix5 iEc5b6g5 N5tuigc3i5 
N5txuigc3i9l8~i5, bwmw8iz8k5, iE/sc5b6g5 tEZix3k5 iEc5b6g5 kNu5 Gx=8z3i5H, kNu5 
x7ml iQ6Xyxi ìe5 Gxs9~Mc5b6g5 t7ux5H wm3u9~l8~i5 GN5t3i5H. x0p̀Q8q5gi4 iEc5b6g5 Nrgw8N6. 
cspn3it8i, cspc5b6ymKA5, u6fZ~M8i4, iE/uiq8i tEZix5.

Arctic foxes use a great variety of food sources. Lemmings constitute the main component of their summer diet, but 
bird eggs and chicks are also used when available. In winter or spring, foxes can feed from seal carcasses or seal 
pups. As a result, foods eaten by arctic foxes are produced in the tundra (lemmings), in the tundra and in Southern 
ecosystems (migratory birds), or in the sea (seals). This shows the complexity of the relations between ecosystems. 
Using a technique called "stable isotopes", we can detect, from the analysis of just a few hairs, what food has been 
eaten by a fox.

History of exploitation   tEZix6bsc5b3iq5

srs6b6gu tEZix5 urQx6bsc5b6ymJ5 u5tmbo7u srsZ`nl8i4. sx5txDo, tEZixc5bMs6ymJ5 
ckw5ggw8N6tA urQx3i5 s/Cs2 xf8iq8i, ryxio `m8NDl4, urQx6yc5bo6ymJ5 isqtA5 
NJ7u0Jto8i4. w8N3i5 xy?6ti9l xW6h6gb gryMs6ymJA5 tEZix5 `rNs/osDbsc5bMs6ymJ5 
wk8k5 wM̀Q8k5 !(@)_q8i tr5gA !(&)_j5, tEZixC/w5 is3Dbsc5bMs6ymJ5 is=6t4f8k5. 
urQx6yc5bw8Nt9lQ5, wMq5 wkw5 scMs6g6 bm4fx tEZix5 W7mEsiC6giQ5 
`rNs/osDbsA8NC/3zb w~kh8i6nk5.

Arctic foxes have been trapped in the area of Pond Inlet for thousands of years. In the past, foxes were captured 
using various kinds of stone traps, but in recent history, trappers used mainly leg hold traps. Interviews with 
Elders and Hunters also revealed the great importance of arctic foxes as the main source of income for Inuit 
families from the 1920’s to the 1970’s, as pelts were sold to the local Hudson’s Bay Company trading post. If the 
era of intensive fox trapping is past, some local experts believe the arctic fox is still important to younger 
generation as a potential complementary source of income.

Artctic fox and red fox srs6b6gu tEZix5 vJw9l

Wz8Nz8i er6̀b~l2, si4`vos6ymJgx5 vJw5 tEZix5 tEZixZ/3i5 
W/symJu~i5 is=6t4f8i bw6̀y0Jbs?5gu~i5 u5tmbo7u5. w8Nw5 xy?6̀t9l 
tEZix/5 u{`nk5 gn6t5tMs3uJ5 cz4f5 W/sc5b3iq8i. wMq5 w8Nw5 
w6vsmJ5 vJw5 yK9o6̀Xu urQx6bsc5b6gu~i5 !($*_at9lA. wMq5 w8Nw5 
scMs6g5 xuhxl8i4 c5̀t8ND6̀X9o6ym7mb bwmz8i !(%)_q8i vJw5 
trMs6t9lQ5.

In the North Baffin area, the only available information on the red fox invasion was 
coming from the pelt records of the Hudson’s Bay Company trading post in Mittimatalik. 
Elders and Hunters provided new evidence as to the timing and consequences of invasion 
of the area by red foxes. Some Elders remembered that a red fox was first caught in one 
of their traps in 1948. Some Elders indicated that abundance of arctic fox may have 
decreased in the 1950’s when red fox arrived in the region.

Feeding behaviour   iEc5b3iq5

w8Nw5 xy?6̀t9l gn6t5tMs3uJ5 cspn6`t5 gnMs6ym8qbq8i vmJi4 
n8iD7u u5tmbos2 er6bz8i. si4̀vMs6g6, srs6b6gu tEZix5 m3``Do6vz̀J5 
iEc5b3iq8i srs4f5. wMq5 kN`u5gt4 srsòmXl4, x=8z6gc5b6gt4. bm4fx
g3Di{ni4 u6fc6gt4. wMq5 yf`uc5bw8NDJ5gt4 srsòmXl4, iEc5b6gt4 
N5tuigc3i5. dzyq5 w5b{ymic6gt4 N5tui3i5 iEc5b6ym/q8i. 
`m0pst9lA xwSlul, tEZix5 yfoxc5b`h5 N5tx6ysEx6gt4.

Elders and Hunters provided information unknown to scientists working on Bylot. 
According to them, arctic foxes have two types of feeding strategies during winter. Some 
foxes remain inland most of winter, feeding on lemmings. These foxes have thick white 
fur. Other foxes live on the ice for most of the winter, feeding on carcasses of sea 
mammals. The neck of these foxes is stained by the fat of the sea mammals that they eat. 
In March and April, arctic foxes migrate to the ice to hunt newborn ringed seals.
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